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a b s t r a c t
The paper is devoted to demonstrating a randomized algorithm for determining a
dominating set in a given graph having a maximum degree of five. The algorithm follows
the Las Vegas technique. Furthermore, the concept of a 2-separated collection of subsets
of vertices in graphs is used. The suggested algorithm is based on a condition of the upper
bound of the cardinality of a local dominating set. If the condition is not satisfied, then
the algorithm halts with an appropriate message. Otherwise, the algorithm determines the
dominating set. The given algorithm is considered a polynomial-time approximation one.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
This paper deals with the Minimum Dominating Set, MDS, problem in special graphs. Here, special graphs under
consideration are those graphs having a maximum degree of five. A subset D of vertices in a graph G is called a Dominating
Set, DS, of G if every vertex in G is either contained in D or adjacent to a vertex in D.
If a graph G is connected, then a Connected Dominating Set, CDS, is defined as a DS which induces a connected subgraph
in G. Computing aMinimum CDS,MCDS, can be considered as finding a spanning tree with a maximum number of leaves in
a graph as mentioned in [8]. Determining a MCDS is one of the special problems of the domination set problem in graphs;
other special problems are presented in [3]. In general, theMDS problem in graphs isNP-complete, [1]. The simple algorithm
for determining aMDS in any arbitrary graphwith n vertices, which enumerates and checks all subsets of vertices in graphs,
takesO(2n) time. In [4], exact exponential algorithms for theDS problemwhich have a time of less thanO(2n) are found, e.g.,
in arbitrary graphs (O(1.93782n)), graphs of amaximumdegree of three (O(1.64515n)), and bipartite graphs (O(1.73206n)).
TheMDS problem can be formulated as the covering set problem. This formulization leads to the fact that the MDS problem
can be solved in O(1.8021n) time, [6]. The MDS problem in trees has a polynomial-time algorithm, [3]. In addition, some
special problems of domination are solved in polynomial time for special graphs such as interval graphs, [3].
The paper is organized into five sections. In the next section, some basic definitions and concepts needed for the
description of the topic are introduced. The complexity of the domination problem for the graphs having maximum degree
five is given in Section 3. In Section 4, the description of a polynomial-time randomized algorithm for the MDS problem
in 5-degree graphs and some results of computational experiments are presented. Finally, Section 5 includes concluding
remarks about the introduced work of the paper.
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2. Basic definitions and concepts
Let G = (V , E) be an undirected simple graph, i.e., without loops and without multiple edges. A graph having maximum
degree five is referred by a 5-degree graph. For V ′ ⊆ V , G[V ′] denotes the subgraph of G induced by V ′. The vertex-set of
G[V ′] is V ′ and the edge-set consists of those edges of Gwith both end points in V ′.
The open neighborhood of a vertex v ∈ V is denoted by N(v) = {u ∈ V : {u, v} ∈ E} and the closed neighborhood
or simply neighborhood of vis denoted by N[v] = N(v) ∪ {v}. The degree of a vertex v equals the cardinality of N(v). The
neighborhood of a set S ⊆ V is defined as N[S] = ∪s∈SN[s]. For r ∈ N , the rth neighborhood of v ∈ V is defined recursively
as Nr [v] = N[Nr−1[v]], where N1[v] = N[v].
The distance d (v,w) between two vertices v,w ∈ V is the number of edges (or hops) that must be traversed to go from
v tow on a shortest path. Similarly, the distance between two sets A, B ⊆ V is defined as the distance between two closest
elements
a ∈ A and b ∈ B, i.e., d(A, B) = min {d(x, y) : x ∈ A, y ∈ B}, [7]. Two sets S , T ⊆ V are called 2-separated if and only if d
(S, T ) ≥ 3, [7].
A set D ⊆ V of a simple graph G is called a dominating set if every vertex v ∈ V\D is adjacent to some vertex u ∈ D. The
domination number of the graph Gwhich is usually denoted by γ (G), is the cardinality of a smallest dominating set of G and
such set is called a minimum dominating set of G. The dominating set problem is to determine γ (G) and to find a dominating
set of minimum cardinality.
Let P(V ) be the set of all subsets of vertices belonging to V . Let D : P(V ) → P(V ) be a function defined by: for every
W ∈ P(V ), D(W ) is a dominating set having minimum cardinality in G[W ] and thus D(W ) ⊆ W .
Now, we introduce the definition of the Las Vegas randomized approximation algorithm for an optimization problem.
The terms which are used in the description of an optimization problem U are defined as follows, [2].
Let ΣI andΣO be the set of input and output alphabets of U, respectively. The language of feasible problem instances is denoted
by L ⊆ Σ∗I , (all strings over ΣI with any length k, k ≥ 0). LI ⊆ L is the language of the (actual) problem instances of U. M is a
function from L to P (Σ∗O ) and for every x ∈ L,M(x) is called the set of feasible solutions for x. For every pair (u, x), cost is the
cost function that assigns a positive real number cost (u, x), where u ∈ M(x) for some x ∈ L. By goal, we mean either minimum
or maximum.
Definition 2.1. LetU = (ΣI ,ΣO, L, LI ,M, cost, goal) be an optimization problem. For any positive real δ > 1, a randomized
algorithm A is called a Las Vegas randomized δ-approximation algorithm for U if
(i) Prob(A(x) ∈ M(x)) ≥ 1/2.
(ii) Prob(RA(x) ≤ δ) ≥ 1/2.
In Definition 2.1, condition (i) means that for every run of A, it computes a feasible solution of U with the probability at
least 1/2. In addition, condition (ii) states that a feasible solution, whose approximation ratio RA(x) is at most δ, is produced
with a probability of at least 1/2.
Dominating sets of subgraphs in 5-degree graphs
In what follows, we discuss the main idea of the suggested algorithm that depends on the concept of a 2-separated
collection of subsets. The subgraphs induced by the subsets of such a collection divide the original graph into small parts
for which it becomes easier to tackle theMDS problem. First, the basic property of a 2- separated collection which leads to
obtain bound on the cardinality with respect to an optimal solution of dominating sets in graphs, is given as follows.
For any graph G = (V , E), let S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sk} be a collection of subsets of vertices in G, i.e., Si ⊂ V , for i = 1, 2, . . . , k,
satisfying the following property:
Property A. For any two vertices s ∈ Si and s′ ∈ Sj with i 6= j, d(s, s′) > 2. Then, S is known as a 2-separated collection of subsets
of vertices in a graph, [5]. The following two lemmas are essential for designing the algorithm that will be given in Section 4.
Lemma 2.1 ([5]). For a 2-separated collection S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sk} in a graph G = (V , E), we have
|D(V )| ≥
k∑
i=1
|D(Si)|.
Lemma 2.1 states that a 2-separated collection S leads to a lower bound on the cardinality of aMDS in G. Moreover, such
a collection leads to finding an approximation of this cardinality. The next Lemma gives an approximation of a MDS in any
graph G.
Lemma 2.2 ([5]). Let S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sk} be a 2-separated collection in G = (V , E). Given {T1, T2, . . . , Tk} is a collection in G
with ∪ki=1Ti = V satisfying Si ⊂ Ti, for every i = 1, 2, . . . , k. If there exists a real number ρ ≥ 1 such that |D(Ti)| ≤ ρ · |D(Si)|
holds for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k, and ∪ki=1D(Ti) forms a dominating set in G, then the set ∪ki=1D(Ti) is a ρ- approximation of a MDS
in G.
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3. The complexity of the domination problem in 5-degree graphs
In this section, it is shown that the dominating set problem in 5-degree graphs is NP-complete.
5˜-SAT:
Let U = {u1, u2, . . . , un} be a set of n boolean variables and C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} be a set ofm clauses. C contains exactly
one clause having five literals and the rest having atmost five. The number of occurrences for each literal in the set of clauses
is at most four, e.g., if j 6= k 6= p 6= q and ui ∈ cj, ck, cp, and cq, there exists no z ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} − {j, k, p, q} such that
ui ∈ cz,∀ j, k, p, q ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}.
The following theorem shows the complexity of 5˜-SAT problem.
Theorem 3.1. 5˜-SAT is NP-complete.
Proof. It is straightforward to show that 5˜-SAT is NP-complete as for any k-SAT ; k ≥ 3, [1]. 
Theorem 3.2. The DS problem in 5-degree graphs is NP- complete.
Proof. To prove the theorem, first, it is clear that the dominating set problem ∈ NP . Then, we verify in polynomial time
whether S is a dominating set in G or not. Next, a transformation from the 5˜-SAT problem to the DS problem will be given.
Assume that an instance, (U, C), of 5˜-SAT is given. Then, an instance G(C) of DS is built as follows. Construct an edge-set E ′
by joining ui and u¯i for each variable ui ∈ U . For each clause cj ∈ C , create a single vertex labeled cj and add new edges to
connect cj with each literal in it. We will show that C is a ‘yes’ instance of 5˜-SAT if and only if G(C) is a ‘yes’ instance of DS
for k = n (the specified case). Suppose first that C has a satisfying truth assignment. Create a set S of vertices in G(C) by
testing: if ui = True, then put vertex ui in S, otherwise, put u¯i in S. The set S will be a dominating set of G(C), since
(i) Each edge belonging to E ′ is incident to exactly one vertex in S. Therefore, for each edge, one of its vertices is either in S
or is dominated by a vertex in S.
(ii) Each clause vertex cj is dominated by at least one vertex in S.
Since by assumption, each clause contains at least one variable whose value is true. So, the corresponding vertex for the
truth variable belongs to S. Therefore, G(C) has a dominating set S of cardinality n. Conversely, suppose that G(C) has a
dominating set S of cardinality≤ n, and then we prove that C has a satisfying truth assignment. Clearly, each vertex of the
form ui must either be in S or be dominated by a vertex in S. In fact, each edge belonging to E ′ must be incident to exactly
one vertex in S. Thus, S contains no clause vertex cj. Each clause vertex is dominated by at least one vertex in S since S
is a dominating set. Now, create a satisfying truth assignment for C by assigning the value True for any ui ∈ U if ui ∈ S.
Otherwise, assign to ui the value False. It is straightforward to see that this is a satisfying truth assignment for C .
Finally, we show that creating an instance of DS from an instance of 5˜-SAT carries out in a polynomial time. Evidently,
the number of variables and clauses of an instance 5˜-SAT is O(5m + n), that is, C is specified by m sets of size at most five
plus n variables. The graph G(C) has 2n + m vertices and at most n + 5m edges. The number of vertices and edges in G(C)
(cardinality of G(C)) is at most λ · |C |, where λ is a constant greater than 0. Therefore, the graph G(C) can be constructed
from an instance of 5˜-SAT in a polynomial time. 
In the following section, Lemma 2.2 will be used with ρ = 1.25. We focus on the construction of suitable subsets Ti ⊂ V ,
which composes a 2-separated collection Si ⊂ Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ |V | . Furthermore, the other properties in the Lemma 2.2 are
satisfied.
4. A randomized algorithm for determining a DS in 5-degree graphs
In this section, we will describe an algorithm to construct a dominating set of size at most (1.25) · |D(V )|, where V is
the set of vertices of G. An approximation solution is constructed by computing optimal dominating sets for small parts of
the given graph and then taking the union of them. The algorithm works as follows. Initially, let a set D = Φ , the algorithm
chooses an arbitrary vertex v ∈ Vand finds the rth neighborhood of v, for r > 0, where N0 [v] = {v}. Then, compute
dominating sets of minimum cardinality for these neighborhoods as long as the following inequality (4.1) holds for all r .
|D(Nr+2[v])| > (1.25) · |D(Nr [v])|. (4.1)
Denote by rˆ the smallest r at which (4.1) is violated. The value of r is increased until we find a corresponding rˆ . In this
case, add D(Nrˆ+2[v]) to the current solution D. After that, remove all vertices in Nrˆ+2[v] and edges related to them from the
graph G. Let V ′ be the set of remaining vertices. The process repeats again for the remaining part of G by choosing a new
vertex v ∈ V ′, until a new rˆ is found. The algorithm terminates when V ′ = Φ or |D(Nr+2[v])| > ((r + 2) · ∆ 12 + 1) or
|D(Nr [v])| > (r · ∆ 12 + 1), where∆ is the maximum degree of the given graph. The algorithm is described formally in the
following RDS -algorithm.
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Algorithm RDS: //Compute a (1.25) -approximateMDS in a 5-degree graph.
Input: A graph G = (V , E)//G is a 5-degree graph.
1. D← Φ ;
2. i← l ;
3.While V 6= Φ do
4. Choose any v ∈ V ;
5. r ← 0 ;
6. While (|D(Nr+2[v])| > (1.25)∗|D(Nr [v])|) do
7. if (|D(Nr+2[v])| > (r + 2)∗∆ 12 + 1) or |D(Nr [v])| > (r∗∆ 12 + 1) then
end the algorithm without solution;
8. fi ;
9. r ← r + 1 ;
10. od
11. D← D ∪ D(Nr+2[v]) ;
12. V ← V/Nr+2[v];
13. Si ← Nr [v] ;
14. Ti ← Nr+2 [v] ;
15. i← i+ 1;
16. od
17. return D.
It is clear that the algorithm RDS is terminated since the number of iterations, k, of the outer while-loop (steps 3–16) is
bounded by n = |V |. Also, the output of the algorithm is the dominating set because all vertices of the graph are removed,
i.e., all vertices are dominated. The algorithm terminates without an output when the condition in step 7 is satisfied.
The following lemma shows that the collection {S1, S2, . . . , Sk}, which is constructed by the algorithm, is a 2-separated
collection of subsets of vertices in a given graph G.
Lemma 4.1. The collection {S1, S2, . . . , Sk} which is constructed by the algorithm RDS, forms a 2-separated collection of subsets
of vertices in a graph G.
Proof. Recall that a 2-separated collection is characterized by property A, i.e., the distance between any two vertices of two
different subsets of the collection is more than 2. To prove the theorem, we use mathematical induction on z, the number of
subsets in the 2-separated collection. The base step at z = 1, clearly, {S1, V2} is a 2-separated collection in a graph G, since
V2 = V/N[N[S1]]. Suppose by induction hypothesis at z ≤ i − 1, that {S1, S2, . . . , Si−1, Vi} is a 2-separated collection in a
graph G. The distance from any vertex in Vi to another vertex in S1, S2, . . . , Si−1 is more than 2. Consider Vi+1 = Vi/N[N[Si]],
so Vi+1 and Si satisfy property A. Therefore, {S1, S2, . . . , Si, Vi+1} is a 2-separated collection. 
According to Lemma 2.2 and the fact that D = ∪ki=1D(Nrˆ+2[vi]) = ∪ki=1D(Ti)which forms a dominating set for the input
graph G, we obtain the following Lemma:
Lemma 4.2. The dominating set, D, which is computed by the algorithm RDS, is a(1.25)-approximation of a MDS in an arbitrary
5-degree graph.
Proof. The two collections {S1, S2, . . . , Sk} and { T1, T2, . . . , Tk} which are constructed by the algorithm RDS, satisfy the
following inequality:
|D(Ti)| ≤ (1.25) · |D(Si)|, for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
Moreover, D = ∪ki=1D(Ti). Hence, we have
|D| =
∣∣∣∣ k∪i=1D(Ti)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ k∑
i=1
|D(Ti)| ≤ (1.25) ·
k∑
i=1
|D(Si)|.
By using Lemma 2.1, one can conclude that (1.25) ·∑ki=1 |D(Si)| ≤ (1.25) · |D(V )|.
This completes the proof. 
Finally, we claim that the running time of the algorithm is a polynomial. Evidently, the number of iterations of the outer-
while loop (steps 3–16) is bounded by n = |V |. Thus, it is sufficient to compute the running time for only one iteration of
this loop of the algorithm RDS. Note that the cardinality of D(Nr+2[v]) and D(Nr [v]) are bounded by ((r + 2) ·∆ 12 + 1) and
(r · ∆ 12 + 1), respectively, where ∆ = 5. If r is a fixed integer (not large), then the minimum dominating sets D(Nr+2[v])
and D(Nr [v]) can be computed in a polynomial time. Therefore, the running time for one iteration is O(nh), where h = O(r).
Hence, the algorithm RDS has polynomial running time. The next lemma shows that there exists a bound on rˆ , the first
value of r which violates (4.1). This bound depends only on the approximation (ρ = 1.25), ∆, and not on the size of the
input graph.
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Table 1
No. of vertices 44 45 46 47 48
No. of chosen graphs randomly 3 3 3 3 3
Average of total time (minutes) 19. 536 31. 125 54. 321 149. 325 202. 118
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Fig. 1. The relation between the graph size and the success ratio.
Lemma 4.3. There exists a function c = c(ρ,∆) such that rˆ is bounded by c, where rˆ at which is the largest neighborhood, is
constructed during an iteration of the outer-while loop (steps 3–16) of the algorithm RDS.
Proof. It is clear that |D(N1[v])| = |D(N0[v])| = 1, because that the central vertex v dominates itself and all its neighbors.
Consider an arbitrary value of r < rˆ .
The first case, if r is an even number, we have
((r + 2) ·∆ 12 + 1) ≥ |D(Nr+2[v])| > ρ · |D(Nr [v])| > · · · > ρ r+22 · |D(N0[v])| = (√ρ)r+2. (4.2)
The second case, if r is odd, we get
((r + 2) ·∆ 12 + 1) ≥ |D(Nr+2[v])| > ρ · |D(Nr [v])| > · · · > ρ r+12 · |D(N1[v])| = (√ρ)r+1. (4.3)
Since ρ > 1, and so
√
ρ >1, the above inequalities (4.2) and (4.3) have to be violated in both cases. The bound on r when
these inequalities are violated for the first time, depends only on ρ,∆, and not on the size of the input graph.
Let fi(r, ρ) = (√ρ)r+i , i = 1, 2, and g(r,∆) = ((r + 2) ·∆ 12 + 1). It is clear that
lim
r→∞
fi(r, ρ)
g(r,∆)
→∞ and lim
r→∞
g(r,∆)
fi(r, ρ)
→ 0.
This means that at a special value of r the following inequality is satisfied:
fi(r, ρ) > g(r,∆), i = 1, 2. 
Setting c = ρ · h · ln(∆)/ ln(ρ), h = 1/(0.25)2 yields ((c+ 2) ·∆ 12 + 1) < (√ρ)c < fi(c, ρ), i = 1, 2. Thus, c is bounded
by O(ρ · ln(∆)/ ln(ρ)).
The results of the RDS-algorithm
The algorithm RDS randomly chooses a 5-degree graphwith fixed n vertices. Then, the algorithm can dealwith all vertices
of the chosen graph. We successfully executed the algorithm on arbitrary 5-degree graphs having n vertices for n ≤ 48.
During one complete run of the algorithm, if the vertices do not satisfy the stated condition in step 7 of the RDS-algorithm,
then the approximation of a dominating set of the input graph is obtained. Otherwise, the algorithm terminates without
any solution. We calculate the running time for getting the dominating set of each vertex. The algorithm is applied for some
graphs chosen randomly.
To calculate the average running time for some graphs having the same number of vertices, first, calculate the average
running time for every instance of them. This is done by executing the algorithm for every vertex in any instance and
summing the running time for all vertices. Then, divide the running time of an instance by the number of its vertices. We
do this for all instances to obtain the total average times, TA, of all underlying graphs having the same number of vertices.
Lastly, the required average time is computed by dividing TA over the number of graphs having the same number of vertices.
Table 1 includes the results of some studying cases.
From these results, the algorithm is not suitable for execution on all the vertices of graphs having more than 48 vertices
since it has not taken a reasonable time. The algorithm is applied on the first ten vertices for some chosen graphs havingmore
than 48 vertices. When the running time increased over two minutes, we did not complete the execution of the algorithm.
From Fig. 1 that illustrates the algorithm’s success rate by the graph size, it is clear that the algorithm works for graphs
with 50 vertices better than other cases. It is worthy to remark that increasing the size of the input graphs leads to an
essential decrease of the algorithm’s success rate.
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When we executed the algorithm on graphs having 80 vertices, most groups of ten vertices had a running time of more
than two minutes. For the testing instances in the above table, a very few number of vertices satisfy the condition in step
7 of the algorithm RDS. For example, only one graph from three testing graphs having 44 vertices has exactly one vertex,
which satisfies this condition. The algorithm is implemented by the Java language. The program worked and recorded all
results on a 2.02 GHz Pentium IV personal computer.
5. Concluding remarks
In this paper, a new randomized approximation algorithm for treating the problem of finding aMDS in a 5-degree graph
is introduced. The algorithm succeeds in computing the (1.25) approximate dominating set in polynomial-time. Fortunately,
in 5-degree graphs, the largest neighborhoodwhich has to be considered in the algorithm is bounded by a constant that only
depends on the desired approximation factor (ρ = 1.25) and not on the size of the input graph. The overall time complexity
of the algorithm is O(nc), where c = O(ρ · ln(∆)/ ln(ρ)). This algorithm can be used for the minimum dominating set
problem in d-degree graphs, where d ≥ 3. When d is increased, the running time of the algorithm RDS is rapidly increased.
Observe that this algorithm has a nice property which is: The probability of getting a dominating set of the given graph can be
increased by changing in lower bounds of |D(Nr [v])| and |D(Nr+2[v])|, which are given in step 7 of the algorithm RDS.
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